I. **Attendance**

- Present: Nina, Vienna, Shabnam, Kaitlin, Jordyn, Harveen, Suzanne, Skye, Martin, Will, Andrew, Barry, Jennifer, Sarah Li, Ryan, Stephanie, Alex, Matt, Vanessa

- Regrets: Kaileigh, Jin, Jackie, Sarah Jiang, Anthony, Monica, Jerry, Vandy, Brooke, Amir

- Guests: Julia, Emma

II. **A Night in Atlantis**

A. **Decorations**

- Trip to dollar store - spent $200 +
  - Balloons that say atlantis
  - Lots more balloons
  - Tarp to go over table
  - Glowsticks
  - Lights blue and white

- Set up 6 to 8
- balloon blow up Thursday after the meeting - volunteers welcome! Talk to Deco Co!

B. **Sponsorship**

- Sushi will be ordered after the meeting
- Got refurbished earphones
- Extra money towards food
  - 20 x Party Tray A $19.00 each (42 pcs) -$380
  - Vegetarians: Avocado Rolls - 8pcs (5 x $2.95) = $14.75
  - Vegetarians: Kappa (Cucumber) - 6pcs (3 x $2.00)
  - Martin will pick up the sushi (around 7/7:30)

- Decision between soda and mocktail
  - Use a dispenser for drinks
  - Ask Ladha or Brock Hall

C. **Entertainment**

- 5 family packs of chips
  - If not enough, will go to Shoppers to buy more
- $72 on candy
  - Need to find places to buy more bulk candy
- All the games needed for upstairs were bought

D. Marketing
- Ticket regular prices
- Boothing is still happening
  - Post that says: If you want tickets, message these people: Ryan, Vanessa, and Kaitlin
- Snapchat filter
  - Corals
  - Get done by today
- Video is ready
  - Send to Miguel to get it approved
- Giving budget to sponsorship

E. Logistics
- Martin will take pics
- Coat check
  - Set up in meeting rooms
  - Use the ground for all the stuff → tape the numbers on
  - Have 5 people there at the start
  - At least 2 people in the room at all times
  - Sign up on spreadsheet ASAP

III. Collaboration with all the other FYCs
- Tentative date: March 16th
- Target: 500-600 people
- Think of names (because there are more faculties now)
- theme: Last of the 90’s (because we’re all 1999)
- If you have any ideas, message Vanessa

- FACULTIES AND WHAT THEY’RE DOING:
  - Sauder → logistics and planning
  - SUS → marketing
    - Making graphics and cover photos
  - Arts → DJ
    - AMS is helping because they have lots of experience
  - LFS → food & mocktails
  - Engineering → building and security logistics

- Other things:
  - Trying to get sponsorship
- Thinking of games
- Closer to the date: more roles will come into play

Costs:
- Will try to break even
- Will get revenue from tickets: price is $5
- If we participate, we don’t need to pay!!!!
- Building is free
- Using ticket money to fund other things i.e. decoration, food, etc.
- Faculties will pitch in for money: SUS FYC will pitch in max $200
  - Pitch in little as possible but volunteer as much as possible

Ideas:
- Bull riding booth

IV. Biztech Collaboration
- Business Technology Club asking to collaborate with FYCs from different faculties
- Read proposal (will be posted on FB) and vote on a poll (will be closed on Thursday)